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This essay provides a brief review of efforts by States, sometimes through the National  
Association of Attorneys General (“NAAG”) and the NAAG Antitrust Task Force, to influence 
the development of antitrust law through multistate amicus advocacy. The vast majority of the 
state amici referenced in this essay are available on the advocacy portion of the website of the 
State Enforcement Committee of the ABA Antitrust Section.1 In focus are antitrust amicus 
filings made by two or more States2 over a quarter century3 at all levels of the federal court 
system around the country.4 The purpose of this review is primarily informational, tracing the 
history of multistate amicus coordination over this period; at the same time, we attempt a 
provisional assessment of the effectiveness of those efforts. 5 

 
I. COORDINATION IN A COMMON INTEREST 
 
A.       NAAG, the Task Force & the Protocol. 

 
1.   National Association of Attorneys General.    Although State Attorneys General 

have collaborated at least since forming NAAG in 1907, the effort to coordinate multistate 
amicus advocacy did not begin in any organized fashion until the nineteen-seventies.6 Then, 
during the Nixon-Ford (1968-76) and later Reagan (1980-88) administrations, state Attorneys 
General began criticizing federal enforcement agencies for adopting a laissez-faire approach.7 
Criticism of Nixon-Reagan nonenforcement policies coincided with a period of rapid budgetary 
growth at state Attorney General offices.8 The States were thus simultaneously motivated and 
empowered to assume a more activist role. 

                                                 
1    See at  http://www.abanet.org/antitrust/committees/state-antitrust/advocacy.html.   
2    This review is limited to amicus briefs authored by state Attorneys General, and does not include filings 

by other state agencies.  Note also that for convenience, DC, Puerto Rico and other US jurisdictions or territories are 
included under the appellation “States”, as employed in this article. 

3    Beginning with the filing of a 45-state amicus in Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 US 720 (1979). 
Although it was not the first multistate antitrust amicus effort, we think the Illinois Brick amicus can fairly, if 
somewhat arbitrarily, be described as the first such effort of the modern era.  But see Hawaii v. Standard Oil of 
California, 405 US 251 (1972) (California leading a group of 37 States); Washington v. General Motors Corp., 406 
US 109 (1972) (16 States as amici supporting 18 plaintiff States).  

4    Note that amicus filings by a single State, as well as state court filings generally, are not included in this 
review. 

5   The data available for purposes of this review is summarized chronologically in a chart entitled 
Multistate Amicus Filings in Federal Courts 1977-Current, attached hereto.  For convenience, citations to amicus 
briefs in this article will give an abbreviated case name and date only. 

6   It should be noted, however, that sporadic ad hoc coordination began early.  See e.g. Caldwell v. Sioux 
Falls Stock Yards Co., 242 US 559 (1917) (Iowa & Wisconsin “on behalf of NAAG;” securities law). For the 
earliest example of multistate antitrust amicus collaboration we have found, see Georgia v. Evans, 316 US 159, 161 
(1942); and see S. Krislov, The Amicus Curiae Brief, From Friendship to Advocacy, 72 Yale L. J. 694, 707-708 
(1963). 

7    Under Reagan, “[a]ntitrust enforcement was perceived as being overly intrusive, out of control, and 
highly regulatory.” D. Balto, Antitrust Enforcement Under the Clinton Administration, 9 Cornell J. L. & Pub. Pol’y 
61, 62 (1999). 

8    C. Clayton & J. McGuire, State Litigation Strategies & Policymaking in the US Supreme Court, 11 
Kans. J. of Law & Pub. Pol. 17, 18 (2001).  

http://www.abanet.org/antitrust/committees/state-antitrust/advocacy.html


 This was particularly true in the area of antitrust law. In 1970, only nine States had at 
least one attorney assigned fulltime to antitrust duties; a decade later, forty States had established 
antitrust units.9  Between 1973 and 1981, according to one authoritative source, the number of 
Assistant Attorneys General collectively assigned to antitrust rose from about 70 to more than 
300.10

 
From the outset, States had carved out an accepted role in the area of trade regulation.11 

Some twenty States had enacted antitrust statutes prior to passage of the federal Sherman Act in 
1890; federal law was intended to supplement rather than displace state legislation and 
enforcement.12 Then, as more States moved towards the adoption of provisions modeled on the 
federal Sherman, Clayton and Federal Trade Commission Acts, and as state courts turned to 
federal precedent as an interpretive guide, state Attorneys General became increasingly 
conscious of a strong state interest in the evolutionary direction of federal antitrust jurisprudence. 

 
 2.   The Antitrust Task Force.13   Early multistate amicus coordination through 
NAAG’s Antitrust Committee was on a purely ad hoc basis.  Beginning in the late 1970s, 
however, state Attorneys General steadily gained experience in collaborative multistate 
litigation, often through NAAG.14  This experience was increasingly turned to advantage in an 
amicus context.  In addition, over time, NAAG provided increasing infrastructural support for 
antitrust amicus efforts through initiatives such as the Supreme Court Project (1979).  A 
milestone was reached with the establishment of the NAAG Antitrust Task Force in 1982; this 
was followed by the creation of a NAAG antitrust counsel position in 1983.  In 1988, the Task 
Force drafted guidelines for antitrust amicus briefs.15  The 1988 guidelines, though never 
formally adopted as such, provided salutary procedures and criteria for multistate amicus 
advocacy, and formed the template from which the Task Force’s current protocol was 

                                                 
9    T. Morris, States Before the US Supreme Court: State Attorneys General as Amicus Curiae, 70 

Judicature 298, 302 (1987). 
10   C. Marvin, Settlement of Government & Private Case:  The States, 50 Antitrust L.J. 35 (1981) (address 

to 1981 ABA Spring Meeting).  At the time of his remarks, Marvin was NAAG General Counsel. 
11    A. Gavil, Reconstructing the Jurisdictional Foundation of Antitrust Federalism, 61 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 

658 (1993) (antitrust movement in America “was born of the states”). 
12    California v. ARC America Corporation,  490 US 89, 93, 101 n. 4 (1989); Knevelbaard Dairies v. 

Kraft Foods, Inc.,  232 F. 3d 979, 993 (9th Cir. 2000). 
13    Much of the information presented here is derived from conversations and email contact with Beth 

Farmer, Esq., Lloyd Constantine, Esq. (both formerly with the New York Attorney General’s office), as well as 
Michael Brockmeyer, Esq. (formerly with the Maryland Attorney General).  Their assistance, and that of current 
members of the Amicus Committee, is gratefully acknowledged.    

14    J. Lynch, Federalism, Separation of Powers, and the Role of State Attorneys General in Multistate 
Litigation, 101 Colum L. Rev. 1998, 2003 –2004 (2001) (beginning in the early 1980s, state Attorneys General 
began cooperating in ways they never had before); telephone conversation with Michael Brockmeyer, Esq., 2/10/04 
(Brockmeyer recalls that in the late 1970s, multistate litigation was initiated and coordinated through NAAG as well 
as ESAC [Eastern States’ Antitrust Counsel] a group comprising antitrust counsel from Maine to Virginia, which 
met periodically in Boston and Hartford throughout the 1980s and 90s). 

15    NAAG Guidelines for Antitrust Amicus Curiae Briefs (1988), available on the website of the ABA 
Antitrust Sections’ State Enforcement Committee, ante, n.1.  
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developed.16  It was felt that adherence to the procedures set forth in the 1988 guidelines further 
improved coordination and the quality of work product.17

 
 3.  The Amicus Protocol.    Under the current protocol, the Task Force appoints an 
Amicus Committee consisting of senior antitrust attorneys from at least three state Attorney 
General offices. The Committee’s Convener (chair) and NAAG antitrust counsel partner as 
Amicus Coordinators. As such, they are jointly responsible for receiving and processing amicus 
opportunities from any source, as well as keeping abreast of relevant developments and issues. 
The Coordinators present requests and other opportunities to the Committee (with notification to 
the Task Force) for consideration of whether state participation is warranted; if the response is 
affirmative, the Committee assists in identifying States willing to draft and review the amicus 
brief, proposes a schedule, circulates drafts and initiates conference calls to inform other States 
and encourage their participation.      
 
 At the state level, individual Attorneys General decide whether to participate as an 
amicus.  Without restricting individual state authority, the Protocol specifically lists three 
considerations which represent common denominators governing state participation: 
 

●    whether there is a significant potential effect on state enforcement powers and                                
responsibilities; 

● whether there is an important and far-reaching potential impact on consumers, 
state proprietary interests, or otherwise on the public interest; 

● whether there are significant substantive implications for the antitrust laws.  
 

States will ordinarily submit or join an amicus filing only if they are convinced that one or more 
of these criteria is met.  
 
 In general, the historical record suggests that over the period 1977 –2003, state Attorneys 
General have been increasingly motivated to become actively involved as amici in federal 
antitrust cases; by 1980, many States possessed the resources to make their influence felt. At the 
same time, national coordination has evolved from initial ad hoc efforts to a formal process that 
promotes strategic forethought, economizes resources, and maximizes participation.  
 

B.      Evolving amicus advocacy; the States’ role & antitrust interest. 
 

1.       Evolution of the amicus role.    The States’ increasing antitrust activism and 
amicus coordination over the past quarter-century has been paralleled by significant 
developments affecting the nature and importance of amicus advocacy generally. Traditionally, 
an amicus curiae was expected to play an impartial advisory or informational role, drawing the 
court’s attention to law or other matters that might otherwise have escaped attention amid the 

                                                 
16    NAAG Antitrust Task Force, Protocol for State Consideration of Whether to Participate as Amicus 

Curiae (2003), ), available on the website of the ABA Antitrust Sections’ State Enforcement Committee, ante, n.1. 
17   Coordination over the period in focus has been strikingly successful in at least one respect: only twice, 

in FTC v. Ticor Title Insurance Co., 504 US 621 (1992) and Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis 
V. Trinko, 124 S. Ct. 872 (2004), have the States failed to present a united front. 
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cut-and-thrust of adversarial practice.18 To some extent, of course, this traditional advisory role 
persists.  Acknowledging the invaluable expertise of scientific and technical organizations, 
Justice Breyer recently expressed the view that as amici, such organizations can play “important 
roles in educating judges on potentially relevant technical matters … helping to improve the 
quality of our decisions.”19 To a large degree, however, it is simply a fact of life that today, most 
amici adopt an adversarial parti pris in support of one side or the other.20  Moreover, the role of 
amici curiae has continued to evolve in federal jurisprudence. Increasingly, amici are seeking, 
and being encouraged to play an active part in litigation, participating in oral argument and even 
examining witnesses and introducing evidence.21

 
 The increasingly adversarial role of amici has resulted in a proliferation of briefs: while 
in the early decades of the twentieth century, only 10% of Supreme Court cases attracted amicus 
participation, by 1965 amici participated in a third of the Court’s docket, and by 1980, 71% of all 
cases attracted amicus briefs.  Today the figure is 90%,22 with 50% of Supreme Court cases 
drawing four or more amicus filings -- and in some instances, dozens.23  This amicus tide has 
also inundated federal Courts of Appeal, and has affected District Courts as well.24 To some 
extent, perhaps not surprisingly, the courts have been importuned with needless duplication.25  
Although in general, federal courts continue to take a permissive approach to amicus filings 
(indeed, occasionally invite them),26 the Supreme Court recently adopted a new rule 
admonishing prospective amici to avoid overloading the docket with unnecessary filings,27 while 
at the Seventh Circuit a jaundiced Judge Posner resolved to combat the abuse of duplication by 
“scrutiniz[ing] these motions in a more careful, indeed a fish-eyed fashion.”28

                                                 
18   3B CJS Amicus Curiae § 12. 
19    S. Breyer, The Interdependence of Science & Law, 82 Judicature 24 (1998), cited in S. Tai, Friendly 

Science:  Medical, Scientific & Technical Amici Before the Supreme Court,  78 Wash. U.L.Q. 789, 791-792 (2000). 
20    R. Stern  et al., Supreme Court Practice (8th ed. 2002) § 13.14 at 663. 
21   M. Lowman, Comment:  The Litigating Amicus Curiae: When Does the Party Begin After the Friends 

Leave?, 41 Am. U. L. Rev. 1243, 1265-1279 (1992).  The problems which may accompany the rise of the litigating 
amicus, such as a blurring of the distinction between amicus participation and third-party practice, are beyond the 
scope of this article. 

22    R. Stern, ante at 663;  (90%);  and see  J. Kearney & T. Merrill,  The Influence of Amicus Curiae Briefs 
on the Supreme Court, 148 U. Pa. L. Rev. 743, 744 (2000) (85%); S. Calkins,  The Antitrust Conversation,  68 
Antitrust L.J. 625, 626 (2001) (85%);  B. Ennis, Symposium on Supreme Court Advocacy: Effective Amicus Briefs, 
33 Cath. U. L. Rev. 603 (1984) (level of amicus involvement in 1965, 1980). 

23   R. Stern  et al., ante, § 13.14 at 663. 
24   See e.g. SBC Communications, Inc. v. US West Communications, Inc., 981 F. Supp. 996 (N.D. Tx 1998) 

(a dozen amici). 
25   Ryan v. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 125 F.3rd 1062, 1063 (7th Cir. 1997) (Posner, J. 

railing against duplicative adversarial amicus filings as “an abuse”); R. Stern et al., ante, § 13.14 at 665 (many amici 
say little more than “me too”).  

26   M.  Lowman, ante at 1266, noting that federal courts in some instances require governmental units to 
enter litigation as hybrid amici.  For an example of an invitation to a State to participate as an amicus (albeit not in 
an antitrust context), see Younger v. Harris, 393 US 813 (1968) (inviting California to submit a brief). 

27   S. Ct. Rule 37.1; note in addition that Rule 37.6 now requires disclosure of authorship in the case of 
ghost-written briefs. 

28   Ryan, ante, 125 F. 3rd at 1063. 
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 Despite some duplication and burden on courts, a clear consensus concludes that a well-
turned amicus brief can have a powerful effect.29 As the literature attests, amici can aspire to 
various types and levels of influence. The court may base its decision on grounds emphasized by 
an amicus, or may rely on factual or legal research, or an analytical approach provided by an  
amicus.30 An amicus may attract particular notice when it “takes a position that is apparently 
against its litigating interest or is otherwise surprising.”31 Even if the  amicus cannot sway the 
court’s decision, it may be successful in narrowing its basis and limiting its impact; or it may 
influence the future course of the litigation or doctrinal development by inspiring a judicial 
dissent.32  
 

2.  Potential impact of state amici.    The States’ special status as public interest 
amici is recognized under applicable Supreme Court and federal appellate rules. The Supreme 
Court exempts States from the requirement that an amicus seek and obtain either leave of court 
or consent of the parties; the same applies at the Court of Appeals level.33  Thus, at the Supreme 
Court as well as the Courts of Appeals, States may submit amicus filings as of right. There is no 
provision governing amicus filings in District Court under the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure;34 in practice, States have frequently sought and been accorded permission to 
participate as amici at this level.  

Because they represent the public interest, state amici, like the federal government, can 
expect some measure of heightened judicial attention. The potential impact of a state amicus 
brief is undoubtedly further enhanced in proportion to the level of multistate participation. 
Coordination reduces duplication and probably pays dividends in quality and the likelihood of 
success.35 Although in 1974 Justice Powell could lament that States were frequently outgunned 
and overmatched by their opponents in federal court, by 1987 at least one commentator ascribed 
the higher quality of state amicus filings not only to healthier budgets, but also to increased 
coordination through NAAG.36  Moreover, while the general quality of legal representation 
currently afforded by state Attorneys General has been the target of one recent scathing and 

                                                 
29    See e.g. R. Stern, et al., ante, § 6.40 at 465 (“difficult to overstate the value of amicus support at the 

certiorari stage”); § 13.14 at 663 (“a good amicus brief may help shape the judicial decision”); S. Calkins, The 
Antitrust Conversation, ante, 627 (“[g]ood  amicus briefs can make a difference”). 

30    R. Stern,  et al., ante, §13.14 at 663 -664 (citing cases);  S. Calkins,  The Antitrust Conversation  627-
628 (effect of amicus emphasis; legal research and identification of egregious error; provision of analytical 
constructs); P. Smith,  The Sometimes Troubled Relationship Between Courts & Their “Friends”,  24 No. 4 
Litigation 24, 25-26 (1998) (usefulness of empirical studies; different amicus “models”).   

31  S. Calkins, The Antitrust Conversation,  628. 
32  Id., 650 (influence on dissent); T. Morris,  ante, 305 (narrowing effect). 
33    S. Ct. Rule 37.4,  Fed. R. App. P. Rule 29(a). 
34   The problems discussed in Lowman’s article which derive from the increasingly active litigation role of 

amici may suggest that amendment of the rules to clarify this area would be salutary.  M. Lowman, ante (see n. 14 
above). 

35   P. Smith, ante at 25 (encouraging coordination among parties and amici generally); Stern et al., ante, § 
6.40 at 465 (Court impressed by participation of 34 States in Georgia v. Evans amicus): T. Morris, ante at 305 
(chance of success enhanced when ten or more States participate); but see C. Clayton & J. McGuire, ante at 30 
 (suggesting – we think wrongly -- that sheer number of state briefs filed in a case may be more influential). 

36    C. Clayton & J. McGuire, ante, 18 (citing Powell, J. speech to 5th Circuit Judicial Conference); T. 
Morris, ante, 300. This objective assessment is consistent with the internal observations of more than one state 
antitrust advocate. See Part I.A.2 above. 
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widely-publicized critique, as well as an effective rejoinder,37 most commentators discern a 
marked improvement over the past quarter-century in the quality of state amicus filings.38 At 
least two recent studies indicate that although they do not have the influence of the federal 
Solicitor General, state amici have enjoyed above-average levels of success.39 In any event, we 
attempt our own provisional assessment of the relative success enjoyed by the States as antitrust 
amici below. 

 
3. Sovereign interests of the States as antitrust amici.   The States are motivated 

to enter the arena of antitrust litigation as amici by important sovereign interests.40 As required in 
applicable rules,41 state amicus briefs invariably devote a short section to informing the court 
concerning the interests they perceive to be in play in the particular case. 

 
Primary among those interests is the concern of state Attorneys General, as the chief law 

enforcement officers in their respective jurisdictions, to protect their significant and multifaceted 
antitrust enforcement role from diminution, dilution or retrenchment as a result of doctrinal 
changes affecting federal antitrust law or the relationship between federal and state antitrust 
law.42  As the primary public enforcers of state antitrust laws, state Attorneys General possess 
broad prosecutorial rights, including civil and criminal jurisdiction, and investigatory powers.43 
In as many as twenty jurisdictions, state antitrust statutes preceded the federal Sherman Act; the 
                                                 

37    R. Posner, Antitrust Law, 281 (2nd ed.2001) (author “struck by the poor quality of the briefs and 
arguments of most though not all of the lawyers in the offices of the state attorneys general” in his Circuit); H. First, 
Delivering Remedies: The Role of States in Antitrust Enforcement, 69 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1004 (2001) (record of 
state antitrust enforcement reflects competence). More recently, an unrepentant Judge Posner was pleased to refer to 
state Attorneys General as “the barnacles on the ship” of federal antitrust enforcement. J. Seiberg, Master & 
Commander, Daily Deal, 11/17/03.  Nor does the critique end there.  Posner and others contend that state antitrust 
enforcement is prone to parochial rent-seeking.  They argue that in consequence state antitrust authority should be 
restricted or eliminated in matters that transcend state boundaries.  R. Posner, Antitrust Law 281 (would like to see 
States “stripped of their authority to bring antitrust suits,” except as private enforcers); R. Hahn & A. Layne-Farrar, 
Federalism in Antitrust, 26 Harv. J. L. & Pub. Pol. 877, 920-921 (2003) (advocating granting federal authorities 
ability to preempt state antitrust enforcement).  We beg to differ. State antitrust enforcement plays a valuable role in 
our economy that should be applauded, not attacked.  See H. First, ante at 1040-1041 (States do not engage in wild-
eyed enforcement at odds with sensible public policy; overlapping authority tends to be exercised based on 
networking on a cooperative and consensual basis); and see generally R. Wolfram & S. Waller, Contemporary 
Antitrust Federalism: Cluster Bombs or Rough Justice? 1 Antitrust Law in New York State 43 (2002) (“[f]or better 
or worse, Congress created multiple enforcers, and our system of federalism allows for States to diverge from 
federal antitrust policy, both in the cases they bring and the private cases they authorize”). 

38    E.g. C. Clayton & J. McGuire, ante, 18: T. Morris, ante 300; but see J. Kearney & T. Merrill, ante, 
802. 

39    J. Kearney & T. Merrill, ante at 829 (above-average but inferior to Solicitor General’s success rate; 
States more likely to succeed when supporting respondent);  and see C. Clayton & J. McGuire,  ante at 30 (increased 
state success in seventies and eighties; unexplained drop in success rate in nineties).  

40   A useful summary of the interests of state amici in antitrust cases is found in the “Statement of 
Philosophy” set forth in the Protocol. 

41  S. Ct. Rule 37.6; Fed. R. App. P. Rule 29 (c)(3).  Again, there is no applicable District Court rule; in our 
view, amici should nevertheless adhere to appellate practice by including a section devoted to an exposition of their 
interests.    

42   The vast majority of the amici cited below are available on the web, ante n.1. States’ Amicus, Blue 
Cross & Blue Shield of Wisconsin v. Marshfield Clinic (1996); Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, 
Inc. (1992);  FTC v. Butterworth Health Corp. (1997); Bogan v. Hodgkins (1999); FTC v. Staples, Inc. (1997). 

43   States’ Amicus, FTC v. Staples, Inc. (1997);  Hahnaman Albrecht, Inc. v. Potash Corp. of 
Saskatchewan, Inc. (2000). 
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legislative record on which the Sherman Act is grounded clearly establishes that federal antitrust 
laws were intended to supplement, and not to preempt state law.44 Yet state statutes are 
frequently modeled on or interpreted in accordance with federal precedent; moreover, state 
Attorneys General frequently cooperate with federal authorities in investigation and prosecution 
of antitrust violations.45  In addition, state Attorneys General possess authority to bring suit under 
state and federal antitrust laws as parens patriae on behalf of citizens or consumers, and they 
represent the state and its agencies in federal antitrust actions for damages or injunctive relief.46

 
Accordingly, there is a substantial state interest in ensuring that federal laws themselves 

are interpreted in accordance with sound competitive policy and relevant judicial precedent, and 
that any recrudescent threat of preemption is averted. There is likewise a strong state interest in 
vigilance to guard against any narrowing of the Attorney General’s parens authority.47

  
These primary concerns are not merely issues of enforcement turf, or federal-state rivalry. 

Rather, they reflect two basic motivating factors. First, States assert that state antitrust 
enforcement is particularly important in local markets in which familiarity with the facts on the 
ground gives them a capacity for nuanced understanding that may be essential to the effective 
protection of consumer interests.48  Second, and even more fundamentally, state Attorneys 
General consider it their responsibility to protect, preserve and promote free and open 
competition in all markets within or affecting their jurisdiction, so that citizens and consumers 
can enjoy the benefits of such competition in terms of lower prices and enhanced quality.49

  
A range of secondary and derivative state interests have been identified in varying 

contexts by state antitrust amici. Thus States have, for example, expressed their strong interest in 
preserving the full scope of the per se rule.50  Similarly, they have registered a concern to ensure 
that the proper standards are applied in merger cases; 51 in monopolization cases; 52 and in 
consent decree modification proceedings.53 State Attorneys General have also articulated a 
substantial interest in preserving the availability of antitrust remedies in industries subject to 
regulation or in the course of deregulation.54

                                                 
44   States’ Amicus, US v. Microsoft Corporation (1998); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Rodriguez (2003). 
45   States’ Amicus, FTC v. H. J. Heinz Co. (2001);  Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc. 

(1992);  FTC v. Ticor Title Insurance Co. (1992); Hahnaman Albrecht, Inc. v. Potash Corp. of Saskatchewan, Inc. 
(2000). 

46  States’ Amicus, Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc. (1992);  FTC v. H. J. Heinz Co. 
(2001); FTC v. Ticor Title Insurance Co. (1992);  State Oil Co. v. Kahn (1997). 

47  States’ Amicus, US v. Microsoft Corporation (1998);  Kansas v. Utilicorp United, Inc. (1990). 
48  States’ Amicus, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Rodriguez (2003).  
49  States’ Amicus, Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc. (1992);  In re: Cardizem CD 

Antitrust Litigation (2003);  US v. Visa USA, Inc. (2002);  SBC Communications, Inc. v. FCC (1998);  US Anchor 
Mfg., Inc. v. Rule Industries, Inc. (1994). 

50   States’ Amicus, Bogan v. Hodgkins (1999);  State Oil Co. v. Kahn (1997); 
FTC v. Ticor Title Insurance Co. (1992); Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services, Inc. (1992). 

51   States’ Amicus, US v. Mercy Health Services (1997); FTC v. Staples, Inc. (1997). 
52   States’ Amicus, US Anchor Mfg., Inc. v. Rule Industries, Inc. (1994).  
53   States’ Amicus, US v. Western Electric Co. (1993). 
54   States’ Amicus, Covad Communications Co. v. Bell Atlantic Corp. (2003);  California v. Reliant 

Energy, Inc. (2003); FTC v. Ticor Title Insurance Co. (1992); SBC Communications, Inc. v. FCC (1998). 
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II. THE HISTORICAL RECORD:  WIN SOME, LOSE SOME 
       

A.    What the record shows: unvarnished facts 
  

1. A representative archive? 
 

The archive on which this review is based consists of 56 briefs filed by two or more state 
Attorneys General in federal courts over the period 1977-2003.55 Although incomplete, we 
believe this archive is sufficiently representative to form the basis for useful, if rudimentary 
statistical analysis.   

 
TABLE 1:  FORUM 

Forum #  of Briefs Filed 
Supreme Court/Merits 18 

Supreme Court/Cert. Pet. 12 
Appeals Court 18 
District Court 6 

 
As Table 1 illustrates, of the 54 briefs, 30 (including 12 supporting certiorari petitions) were 
filed at the Supreme Court, 18 at Courts of Appeal 56 and 6 at the District Court level.57

 
Over time, the States have shown an increasing interest in participating in joint filings at 

the Court of Appeals and in District Court: the first multistate amicus at the intermediate 
appellate level of which we are aware came in 1990 in California State Board of Optometry v. 
FTC, 910 F. 2d 976 (DC Cir. 1990); the first District Court multistate amicus, in US v. AT&T 
Co., 552 F. Supp. 131 (D. DC 1982), was followed by an apparent hiatus until the 1997 filing in 
FTC v. Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 1066 (D. DC 1997).  Also noteworthy is the States’ increasing 
activism over time: of the 54 amicus briefs, 21 have been filed since 1999.  Indeed, the States 
have more than doubled the number of amicus filings in the most recent five-year period, as 
compared to prior periods. Viewed from another perspective, the States have maintained a fairly 
steady level of amicus activity at the Supreme Court level (with some decrease in filings with the 
nation’s highest court during the period 1994 –99), while significantly and progressively 
stepping up amicus involvement at lower echelons of the federal court system. 

                                                 
55   See chart appended below.  Although the chart shows 56 briefs, reflecting recent additions, our statistics 

are in some instances based on an archive of 54 briefs.  The number of signatories has ranged from two to forty-
nine. 

56   Including five at the D.C. Circuit, two each at the 6th, 7th,  8th and 11th Circuits, and one each at the 1st, 
2nd, 5th , 9th and  Federal circuits. 

57   Four of the six have been in the District for the District of Columbia. Of course, most States have at one 
time or another filed antitrust amicus briefs at the District Court level on their own account, without seeking 
additional adherents. See, e.g. SBC Communications, Inc. v. US West Communications, Inc., 981 F. Supp. 996 (N.D. 
Tx 1998) in which Texas, Arkansas and Kansas filed three independent amicus briefs; while at the appellate level, 
Texas joined forces with Arkansas, Mississippi, South Carolina and South Dakota (not on file as part of our 
archive), and fourteen other States, led by Wisconsin, filed a second multistate brief (on file). See SBC 
Communications, Inc. v. US West Communications, Inc., 154 F. 3rd 226 (5th Cir. 1998). 
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TABLE 2:  AMICUS ACTIVISM 

 

Five-Year Period #  of Briefs Filed Appeals Court District Court 
1979-83 8 0 1 
1984-88 5 0 0 
1989-93 10 2 0 
1994-98 10 5 2 

1999-2003 21 11 3 
  
  

2. Amicus leadership. 
 

While all of the States have at one time or another joined multistate amicus coalitions, at 
least 30 States have assumed a leading role (often shared between two States) in preparing briefs.  
At the same time, the consistently disproportionate investment of resources made by a handful of 
States merits acknowledgment (New York, 10 briefs; Maryland, 7; Ohio, 7; California, 5). 

 
 

TABLE 3:  LEAD STATES 
Leading State #  of Briefs Filed 

New York 10 
Maryland 7 

Ohio 7 
California 5 

Connecticut 4 
Minnesota 4 

Washington 3 
Wisconsin 3 
Arizona 2 
Arkansas 2 
Florida 2 
Indiana 2 

Iowa 2 
Missouri 2 

South Dakota 2 
Other states (1 each) 15 
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3. Issues and industries.  
 
As one might expect, multistate amicus briefs have focused on a full range of antitrust 

issues.   
 
 
 

TABLE 4:  ISSUES 
Issues #  of Briefs Filed 

Section 1 horizontal 11 
Preemption/federalism 9 

Merger issues 8 
Monopolization 6 

Immunity/exemption 5 
Indirect purchaser/parens 5 

Vertical restraints 4 
Telecom Act 4 

Consent Decrees 2 
Miscellaneous 3 

 
 
 

One fifth of the total (11 briefs) have targeted section 1 horizontal issues;58 with significant 
efforts also devoted to preemption and federalism (9 briefs);59 merger issues (8 briefs);60 
monopolization (6 briefs);61 antitrust immunity or exemptions (5 briefs);62 and indirect purchaser 
and parens patriae issues (5 briefs).63

 
Cases chosen for state amicus participation have arisen in numerous industries; however, 

it is striking that as many as eleven (roughly a fifth of the total) were related in some fashion to 
healthcare.  More predictable, perhaps, is the recurrence of cases that attract state participation in 
the energy and manufacturing sectors. 

                                                 
58   E.g. States’ Amicus, FTC  v. Superior Court Trial Lawyers’ Ass’n. (1990); In Re Cardizem CD Antitrust 

Litigation (2003). 
59   E.g. States’ Amicus, California v. ARC America Corp. (1989); FTC v. Ticor Title Ins. Co. (1992). 
60   E.g. States’ Amicus, FTC v. Butterworth Health Corp. (1997); Allied Signal, Inc. v. BF Goodrich Co. 

(1999). 
61   E.g. States’ Amicus, US Anchor v. Rule Industries, Inc. (1994); Verizon Communications, Inc. v.Trinko 

(2004). 
62   E.g. States’ Amicus, Allied Tube & Conduit v. Indian Head, Inc. (1988); Hatch v. Minnesota Twins 

Partnership (1999). 
63   E.g. States’ Amicus, Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois (1977); Reiter v. Sonotone Corp. (1979); Kansas v. 

Utilicorp United, Inc. (1990). 
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TABLE 5:  INDUSTRIES 
Industry #  of Briefs Filed 

Healthcare/related 11 
Manufacturing 6 

Energy/petroleum 6 
Cement/paving/pipe 5 

Insurance 4 
Retail (mass 

merch/groc/office) 
4 

Computer/software 4 
Chemical/fertilizer 4 

Telecom 3 
Credit card 2 

Airlines 1 
Legal services 1 

 
 
 
B.      The elusive measure of success. 
 
Merely being on the winning side does not necessarily entitle amici to be crowned with  

laurel.  By the same token, a citation by the Court to an amicus brief is not always a feather in 
the cap:  indeed, it may be a clip on the chin.64  On the other hand, amici may set themselves a 
more limited goal, seeking, for example, to temper an extreme position staked out by a federal 
agency.65  Moreover, honorable failure may be the harbinger of a new day - - particularly if an 
amicus is rewarded with a prophetic judicial dissent.   
 
 Ideally, a scientific analysis might measure amicus success by investigating the extent to 
which courts have adopted the logic employed by amici, cited the same cases, or cited, quoted or 
plagiarized their briefs.  We have not attempted that resource-intensive effort here.  Instead, we 
have taken readings of the circumstances under which a position advocated by State amici has 
won judicial acceptance.  The result is neither a scorecard, nor a roadmap to success; but we 
hope it may elicit some useful factual observations. 
 

1. A 50/50 record; the ebb and flow. 
 

 Over the twenty-five year period studied, States amici have been on the winning side a 
little over half the time. 
 
 

                                                 
64   See e.g. Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, 2004 US LEXIS 657 at 28 –

29 (provisional pagination). 
65   States’ Amicus, Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Service Corp. (1984); Texaco, Inc. v. Hasbrouck (1990); 

State Oil Co. v. Khan (1997); Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP (2004). 
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TABLE 6:  FAVORABLE/ADVERSE OUTCOMES 
 

Forum Favorable Adverse 
Supreme Court/Merits 11 7 

Supreme Court/Cert. Pet. 1 12 
Appeals Court 9 4 
District Court 6 0 

Overall: 27 23 
 
 
As Table 6 indicates, the States have been, on average, much more successful in lower courts 
than at the Supreme Court, where their record has been somewhat distorted by their advocacy for 
a series of unsuccessful certiorari petitions – and in one instance, their unsuccessful opposition 
to certiorari.66  
 

The States’ record on certiorari petitions (one in twelve, or 8.3%) merits special remark.   
In contrast to cases that are entitled to, or have already won acceptance for, a hearing on the 
merits at the nation’s highest court, petitions for certiorari attract relatively few amicus filings.  
Thus “an amicus brief at cert. is a sufficiently rare occurrence that it usually draws attention;” 
indeed, as a rule, amicus support “dramatically increases” the likelihood of success.67  Statistics 
show variously that petitions for certiorari unsupported by any amicus filing are granted at a rate 
of 8.5%68 (based on a random sample) or 4.7% (based on data relating to 318 equal protection 
cases).69  The studies cited further calculate that the filing of an amicus brief increases the odds 
that certiorari will be granted from 8.5% to 26.7%70, or from 4.7% to 18.75%.71

 
In view of the fact that petitions filed by state governments are granted (as calculated by 

one study) at a rate of 37.5%72, and that any amicus support is said to raise the chances of 
success from a 4-8% range to somewhere between 18 and 26%, the States’ 8.3% record in 
multistate antitrust amici advocating certiorari is disappointing at best.  It may be that this lack 
of success can be traced in part to the nature of the issues selected for attention.  For example, 
one of the studies cited here found a higher acceptance rate for petitions involving federalism 
(18.2%) or core governmental functions (21.1%) than for those that did not implicate such 

                                                 
66    The States unsuccessfully opposed certiorari (out-of-time) in Monsanto v. Spray-Rite (1984), but the 

position for which they advocated was ultimately successful on the merits. Vocal opposition to certiorari is unusual, 
since opponents generally prefer not to draw attention to the case. R. Stern, et al., ante, § 6.40 

67    H. Perry, Deciding to Decide (1991) at 135, 137; and see K. Smith, Certiorari & the Supreme Court 
Agenda: An Empirical Analysis, 54 Okla. L. Rev. 727, 753-754 n. 113 (2001) (amicus filed in only 6.3% of 318 
petitions for certiorari relating to equal protection issues reviewed for purposes of article; presence of amicus 
signals Justices that third parties view case as important). 

68    H. Perry, ante at 137, Table 5.4. 
69    K. Smith, ante 754 n. 114. 
70    H. Perry, ante at 138, Table 5.5 (excluding Solicitor General amici, which have a success rate of 100%, 

and would therefore inflate the importance of other amicus filings). 
71    K. Smith, ante at 754 n. 116. 
72    K. Smith, ante at 760 n. 148. 
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issues.73  At any rate, the Amicus Committee may wish to conduct further study to ascertain the 
reasons for the States’ performance in this department. 

 
 Otherwise, over time, the fortunes of the States as amici have ebbed and flowed. 
 
 

TABLE 7:  OUTCOMES BY FIVE-YEAR PERIOD 
 

Five-Year Period Favorable Adverse Total 
1979-1983 5 3 8 
1984-1988 2 3 5 
1989-1993 6 3 9 
1994-1998 4 5 9 
1999-2003 10 9 19 

 
 
 
As Table 7 illustrates, over time, the States have compiled a relatively consistent record; in the 
most recent period, while doubling the number of briefs filed compared to the preceding period, 
the States have improved their overall performance somewhat, to the extent that association with 
the prevailing party’s position is any clear guide. 
  

2. The federal relationship as a factor. 
 
The success of State amicus efforts over the years has been significantly affected by their 

relationship to federal authorities in the particular case.  Thus, where the State amici have 
weighed in to support a federal plaintiff, or have received the support of a federal amicus, they 
have enjoyed a large measure of success; in the instances where they have faced federal 
opposition, the States have more often suffered apparent defeat, but may nevertheless have 
wielded a subtle moderating influence. 

 
 

TABLE 8:  EFFECT OF FEDERAL SUPPORT/OPPOSITION 
 

Federal position Favorable Adverse 
Federal amicus in support 5 1 

State amicus supports 
federal plaintiff 

7 3 

Federal amicus in 
opposition 

3 4 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
73    K. Smith, ante at 751 n. 103, n 106 (core functions defined to include foreign relations, immigration, 

defense and federal taxation). 
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3. Consensus as a factor. 
 
Although one might expect that the larger the number of state signatories, the greater the  

impact a state amicus brief will have, a sampling of our archive offers less than ringing support 
for that conclusion. 
 

TABLE 9:  NUMBER OF SIGNATORIES AS A FACTOR 
 

No. of State Signatories Favorable Adverse 
1-10 5 2 
11-20 4 5 
21-30 11 6 
31-50 7 9 

 
 
Of course, these statistics do not suggest that consensus is unimportant, or that it is inadvisable to 
seek as broad a coalition as possible. It may well be that the somewhat equivocal numbers reflect 
that the greatest efforts to attract broad adherence have been expended (and properly so) in the 
most controversial cases.  
 

Moreover, the effectiveness of state coordination in producing consensus can be 
measured in another way: rarely have Attorneys General afforded the courts (or their critics) the 
spectacle of warring amici.  Indeed, in only two instances of which we are aware, namely FTC v. 
Ticor Title Insurance Co., 504 US 621 (1992) and the recently decided Verizon Communications, 
Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, 124 S.Ct. 872, have the States taken opposite sides on an 
antitrust issue in an amicus role.74

 
4. Hard-earned citations; conclusion. 
 
Finally, a review of our archive shows that judicial citation to state amicus briefs have 

been rare; in only four or five cases does such citation appear to explicitly or implicitly 
acknowledge the impact of the brief on the court’s decision.  The most striking of these is FTC v. 
Ticor Title Insurance Co., 504 US 621, 635, 637 (1992) (“[t]hese states deny that respondents’ 
broad immunity rule would serve the states’ best interests.  We are in agreement . . .”).  Perhaps 
one of the proudest moments for the Task Force’s antitrust amicus effort, the success in Ticor, as 
Stephen Calkins has pointed out, is an example of how the States can be particularly effective in 
advocating for a position apparently against their interest.75

                                                 
74   In Ticor, Wisconsin led a group of 34 States urging reversal, opposed by four States led by California; 

in Verizon, opposing amici were filed by groups of States led by New York on the one hand and Virginia on the 
other. The dueling state antitrust amici in these cases may illustrate the proliferation of amici generally. Moreover, 
States are sovereign and entitled to and do make different enforcement decisions. These differences have manifested 
themselves in adversarial state amici on other substantive issues and in different positions in antitrust litigations, 
most notably the multistate litigation against Microsoft Corporation. While States usually approach consensus in 
antitrust matters, unanimity  is not always attainable; and it is probably healthy to clear the air when a significant 
disagreement does arise – so long as it does not become a habitual occurrence. 

75   S. Calkins, Supreme Court Antitrust 1991-92: The Revenge of the Amici, 61 Antitrust L.J. 269, 274 -275  
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Other noteworthy examples of laudatory, or at least approving citation may be found in 
Community Communications, Inc. v. City of Boulder, 455 US 40, 71 n.7 (1980) (again, noting 
that the States’ position was against their apparent interest); and more recently in City of 
Tuscaloosa v. Harcros Chemicals, Inc, 158 F. 3rd 548, 566 n. 25 (11th Cir. 1995). The court’s 
reference to amici in Tuscaloosa as “helpful,” coupled with reliance on authority cited in the 
States’ brief, must have been particularly gratifying to amicus counsel. Further examples of 
favorable citations are hard to come by, but implicit approval is clear in New York v. Microsoft, 
209 F. Supp. 2d 132, 136 and n.2 (D. DC 2002) (citing States’ amicus filing as basis for 
conclusion that  motion to dismiss nonsettling state claims would be denied); and Wal-Mart 
Stores, Inc v. Rodriguez, 322 F.3rd 747,  749-750 (1st Cir.  2003) (citing States’ amicus as 
indicative that case implicates federal-state issues of concern; holding that “federalism supports 
vacatur here”).  

 
But successes like Ticor cannot come every day, and indeed, such success necessarily 

builds on a record of credibility and substance painstakingly built up over years of patient though 
not always glamorous advocacy. On balance, while noting that further study of the States’ 
performance on certiorari petitions may be desirable, we submit that the Antitrust Task Force 
has every reason to take pride in its record, and to look ahead with optimism and a renewed 
commitment to seek consensus on the importance of preserving an active antitrust enforcement 
role for the States, in the interest of our consumers and citizens. 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
(quoting the Solicitor General’s amicus brief to the effect that “only the foxes are insisting that they were not left to 
guard the henhouse”). 
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